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ABSTRACT 

The theraoluaineecent dosimeters of high sensit ivity are useful for 
monitoring the area sear nuclear inetallatiane. CaSO..Цу ТЬ dosieeters 
have high sensit ivity and low fading so that by means of them th» doe« 
from the background can be meaaured with an aeeuraoy of 10 - 20 56. the 
measuring method and result» are reported here. For two years these 
CaSO.tDy doeimetera пате beeil succeeafully uaed at the »it« of the 
Central Reeearch Institute for Phyaies. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Высокочувствительные термолмминесцентныв дозиметры могут быть успешно применены 
для контроля окружения ядерных центров. Дозиметры CaSO.: Dy ммеют достаточную 
чувствительность и низкое затухание и поэтому пригодны для определения "фоно
вого излучения 6-в мрентген/месяц с точностью 10-20%. Описываются примененный 
нами метод измерения и результаты исследования данного метода. Дозиметры 
СaSO. :üy применяются уже в течение двух лет для контроля окружения Централь
ного института физических исследований. 

KIVONAT 

A nagyérzékenyeégU terraolumineezcens dózieraérók Jól altalmazhatók a 
nukleárie léteeitmények környezetellenórzéaére. A CaSO.tDy TL dóziemérík 
kellően nagy érzékenyeéggel és kis fadinggel rendelkeznek ahhoz, hogy • 
segítségükkel 10 - 20 £-os pontossággal lahsssen mérni a 6-8 nR/hónapo« 
háttérsugárzást. Leírjuk »x általunk használt mérési módszert, annak 
vizsgálati eredményeit. A CaSO.tDy dózismérőket mintegy kát év« sikerrel 
alkalmazzuk a Központi Fizikai Kutató Intézetben a környezet ellenőfaésere. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years a growing need for measuring the dose due to back
ground radiation has arisen; this is especially true in the vicinity of 
nuclear installations. By means of thermoluminescent dosimeters /TLD/ 
accurate and rapid measurements can be carried out in the mrad range [l, 2Ji 
The TLD method is simple and inexpensive. Filir. emulsions, ionization 
chambers or radiophotoluminescent dosimeters have not been able to satisfy 
the requirements of environmental monitoring, mainly because Of their 
poorer sensitivity, poorer reproducibility, their fading or the large 
predose [3, 4j.As the low energy radiation contribution to the background 
radiation is small, dosimeters of high-Z can be used for monitoring [4j. 
Por our measurements CaSO. tD -Teflon discs were chosen since these 

4 У dosimeters are among the most sensitive IL detectors with very little 
fading [5, в ] , and their disc form enables them to be handled with ease. 

2. MEASUREMENTS 

Theae disci of CaSQ. :Dy eabeuded in Teflon /produced by Teledyne 
Isotopes, Westwood, USA/ are 0.4 ram thisk, with a radius of 12.6 шт. They 
have good TL properties though they are somewhat sensitive to light [7, 8J 
and their response is energy dependent [б, 9J« Because of this we used a 
2 ют thick Al capsule to exclude light and to keep the curve of their 
energy response flatter. A 1 tum thick bakelité coating was glued to the 
inside of the capsule to protect the discs from alumina dust and at the 
same time this improved the electronic equilibrium. 

The CaSO.(Dy discs were handled with great care. They were cleaned 
in CC1, before the measurements and were annealed for 4-8 hours et 260 °C. 

4 The spread in the TL light sum of the non-irradiated samples was reduced 
by the long period of annealing. After annealing, three discs were put into 
the capsule in subdued room light. These light-proof capsules were then put 
into a double-walled polyethylene cover to shield the capsules from rain 
and sunlight. The discs for calibration were handled separately fron the 
others: after annealing they were exposed in their capsules to 0.5 R at 1 m 60 from an irradiation source. Por calibration purposes a Co source of 9 Ci 
was used wi^h its radiation field known to an accuracy of 3 %» The irradi
ation was always csrried out at the beginning of the integrating period. 
Pour irradiated oaraples were kept in a 5.9 cm thick lead container, 6-8 
samples were taken to selected locations together with the blank ones. 
After encapsulation - which usually took 1-2 hours - the capsules were 
taken to the locations and left there for 4~8 weeks. They were then 
collected /this took 2-4 hours/ and measured. 
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The CaSO.sDy diaoe ware evaluated awing a TLD-03 reader aade Is our 
own laboratory [loj. tale reader ie fitted with an Ш 1 photoaultiplier of 
type 6094S. The oeneitlvity of the reader can be oheoked by • atandard 
light eouree made fron a plaatlo aointillator and a II p eource. The 
standard deviation of *he light eource weaaureaente waa 0.8 %, aee Hg. 1. 
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Pig. 1 
Dietribution of l ight eouree meaeuremente 
and a fitted Gaueeian curve of the eaoe area 

The beating parameter» of the reader can be changed; the temperature of the 
heating plate le raieed linearly, An X-Y plotter can be connected to the 
reader for drawing the glow curvee, with the area below theee cuwea being 
measured and digital ly displayed on the reader. 

The glow curve of CaSO.iDy can be seen in Pig. 2 . In our measurements 
no energy or fading correction was used. 
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Pig. 2 
Glow curve of a CaSO.sDy-Teflon disc 

4 60 exposed to 8 R with a Co gamma source 

However 6-10 % of the stored energy was loot during a monthly period, this 
fading originates from the glow peaks of low temperature, We managed almost 
completely to eliminate this fading so that in the measurements only the 
light from the TL sample was integrated when the temperature cf the heating 
plate was higher than 100 °C. Foat-lrradiation annealing wat> not used prior 
to the evaluation. 

The measurement of low exposures not only needs a highly sensitive 
TLD reader but one that a?so has to have a stable »hernial background other
wise the lowest detectable dose would be high. In these measurements the 
photomultiplier was cooled by a flow of я. e a e t 0 'tabilise the dark current 
of the photomultiplier. At the first reading 95-97 % of the whole infor
mation from the TL sample and the thermal background of the reader was 
detected. The second heating of the TL eampl» was always subtracted from 
the first reading to correct any small change in the thermal background of 
the reader. In order to see whether the sensitivity of the discs was the 
same, 20 of them were irradiated with 10 mR as well aa 1 mR doses. It turned 
out that if a standard deviation of 6-10 % satisfies our requirements then 
there is no need to make any distinction between the discs. The standard 
deviation at an exposure of 1 niR was 8-lü % end at W mR it was 5-io fa. 
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Th« distribution of the TL readings la shown in fig" 3 and 4. 
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3 . EKVIROSMEHTAL H0MIT0RIM6 RISULTS 

Environmental monitoring ha* been in progress aince April 1974 within 
the Central Research Institute for Physics. At firet XL dosimeters «ara 
placed at three locations. After the experience of tan months the пишЬег of 
the monitoring sites «as increased to 15. tb« ea eulea vara poaitionad 
1-3 n »bove ground level near the GH detectors of the real tima fiald 
monitoring system [ll]. Some of the measuring altes lay near to large radi
ation sources /e.g. reactors, neutron generátora, radiation source etorea/, 
the reeaining sites were far fro« any artificial radiation source* where 
any increase in the dose rata would call the attention to SOB« Irregularity« 
The data measured near radiation sources ara shown In Fig. 5. It can be 
seen that the dose rate at some locations exceeded the value of 6-10 eR/month 
which was measured at the locations far from radiation sources, see Pig. 6. 

The dose due to cosmic radiation is also measured by the TL detectors. 
We tried to estimate this dose rate by putting TL dosimeters into large 
lead-steel shields /inside a whole-body counter for humans and a whole-body 
counter for anioale - where the cover in each case consists of 20 em Fe, 
4 вв Pb, 1 Em Cu/. The dose rate «easjred by scintillation spectrometer and 
GM counter was lese than 0*3 mR/menth. Behind a 5.9 cm thick lead shield or 
a 20 cm thick steel shield the doee rates measured by TL detectors were 
2.8 - 3.0 mR/fflonth so the dose rate caused by the cosmic radiation waa 
estimated to be 2.5 - 2.7 mR/month. These ceaaurements were carried out at 
4ОС m above sea level thus, in our institute, the dose rate from the back
ground was 3-7 mR/raonth; the standard deviation of the > samples from any 
location did not usually exceed 10 % at 10 mR. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

CaSO.:by-Teflon dosimeters are most useful for monitoring the area around 
radiation sources because of their sensitivity and accuracy. An increase 
of 2 mR in the background can be observed by ueans of them. They are able 
to register doses as high as 1000 R with an accuracy of 5 % - this would be 
of benefit if a radiation accident were to occur* TL readings are not 
influenced by the weather and as they exhibit negligible fading, the 
exposure time can be 3 or even as long as 12 months. This method Is most 
suitable and convenient for monitoring the environment of large nuclear 
installations. 

Thanks are due to Uiae M. Bérces and Miss K. Gozmány for their assistance in 
the measurements, and to Mr. Z. Kökény and Mr» M. Tonelli for constructing 
the neasuring arranperent. 
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Pig. 6 
Aocutiulated dose noroalised to 30 days measured by CaSO .Dy discs far from radiation 
sources. Every value «a« obtained by averaging 3 TL sample readings 
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